Update on CCANZ Staff Activities, September to November 2014
To: Creative Commons Aotearoa New Zealand Advisory Panel
From: Matt McGregor, Public Lead
Date: 11 November September 2014

Organisation
Office Space
Our office at Enspiral has moved to Level 2 in the CMC building, 89 Courtenay Place.
Hosting
I have provided Susy Frankel with an introductory document on potential cohosting
opportunities for CCANZ, for the purposes of advancing discussions on the involvement of
CCANZ with VUW’s Centre for International and Economic Law.
Staff
We have hired seven casual workshop facilitators, four based in Auckland, two in
Christchurch and one in Dunedin.
Volunteers
We are increasing our work with CC volunteers. We have a new volunteer form on our
website, and have received three expressions of interest. We are primarily interested in
volunteers providing events and writing resources. Volunteers have provided three workshops
to date.
Interns
Law student Victoria Rea has completed her internship. Rachel Mataira is still completing her
100 hours of design work, to support the toolkits project. Projected outputs are a new CCANZ
brochure, a policy paper template, a web home for the toolkits, and several other minor
design tasks.
Funding and Partnerships
We are meeting the reporting requirements of both InternetNZ and LINZ. Please see the
funding update for more details.
Community Calls.
We have not had another community call since the last meeting.
NZCommons

We have established an editorial board and email list for NZCommons, to help manage the
site.
Affiliate Community
Matt has published a blog with CCHQ, and has another one forthcoming, as part of the
AsiaPacific affiliate community.
Workplan
A general workplan for 2015 has been developed, which expands on the general goals of our
roadmap.
Loomio
We remain inactive on Loomio.
Projects
General: NZCommons
NZCommons continues to publish two pieces per week. We have also started to reuse pieces
from NZCommons for other CC resources.
General: Creative Commons Book
Elizabeth is working with Whitireia Polytechnic’s publishing course to publish a book of case
studies.
Workshops 2015
We are developing a database of organisations to approach for workshops during 2015.
Schools: March Events
We will hold five main events in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin,
and look to hold as many satellite events as possible during this month.
Schools: Mix & Mash 2015
Mix & Mash 2015 has been delayed, though we will remain in contact with DigitalNZ and N4L
on their future plans.
Schools: Toolkit
We continue to work on the CC in Schools toolkit. A generic policy has been developed, and
will be released with other resources this year. We will promote the toolkit with the March
events.
Research: Open Access Discussion Half Day

An Open Access discussion has been organised for 24 November, with participants from
every university, several polytechnics, LINZ, NLNZ, MBIE, TEC, the Office of the Prime
Minister’s Chief Science Advisor, among others.
Research: Open Access Week
We encouraged and helped to coordinate and promote activities across all eight universities.
We did not receive any media attention, though we did produce useful resources that can be
reused in the future. The University of Canterbury also launched their OA mandatory deposit
policy during the week.
Research: Marsden Fund
Matt did not present to the Marsden Fund, though submitted a second paper with clear OA
recommendations.
Heritage: National Digital Forum.
We are providing a 101 workshop, and Matt will chair an open content panel with Mark
Crookston, Victoria Leachman and Ainslie Dewe.
Heritage: March Events
We will hold five main events in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin,
and look to hold as many satellite events as possible during this month.
Indigenous Knowledge: Notice
Susy Frankel has started to draft the notice, and will consult with Aroha Mead and Karaitiana
Taiuru during the process, before the draft is released for broader consultation.
Indigenous Knowledge: Translation
The translation of the 4.0 licences into te reo Māori is complete, though HQ have not yet
approved the translations to be disseminated for wider consultation.
Media
●
●
●
●

CC in Schools blog on CCHQ website
Press release on Open Access Week
Small blurb in NZ Initiative newsletter
Piece in LIANZA’ Library Life

Workshops, Presentations and Conferences
Workshops, Presentations and Conferences 15 September to 1 December
● InternetNZ
● CPIT (staff)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Wellington Girls College (students)
AUT
Christchurch Connected Educators
Tauranga and Bay of Plenty Principals Association
CPIT (students)
NDF Creative Commons 101
Christchurch Schools Science Heads of Departments

Communications
Twitter: 2627
Newsletter: 353
Discussion: 163
Newsletter is now being sent monthly.
ENDS

